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POETIC DESIGN
&

SAVOIR-FAIRE



We design poetry for you to feel and seize.

Petitjean Paris is a lifestyle high-end brand designed and founded by 
Léa Petitjean. After a successful Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign in 
2016, she launched her first collection of silk carré scarves, named les Ju-
rassiennes after her birth region. This collection included Le Pas de Deux, 
a print portraying a ballet dance between the forest and the stealthy fau-
na of Jura region, which has now become the signature print of the brand. 

Since then, she has been inspired by many gardens, be they urban Parisian 
gardens or exotic gardens enjoyed on a summer travel, and she reinterpretates 
them in her poetic and vibrant designs. 



We design stories. 
You write them.

«I’m a strong believer in the power of storytelling. Just like reading a book 
opens our minds, hearing stories nurtures our awareness. I’m also convinced 
that self-fulfilment starts with self-assertion: speaking your mind, following 
your passion, and creating your own style is all a part of writing your own story. 

Mine is about freedom of choice, women’s empowerment, and peace of mind. 
It’s filled with bright colors, flowers, and greenery. And it smells of cinnamon, 
butter brioche, and blooming gardenia in the springtime.»

Léa Petitjean



After the success of our first collection on 
Kickstarter, and after the release of two new 
collections, we decided to expend our poe-
tic and bucolic vision from fashion to design. 
After a second successful crowdfunding cam-
paign, we introduced two new lines in spring 
2018 : Homewares & Stationary.



Savoir-Faire
When design meets great fabrics.



Silk
Made in France

Lyon has been the capital of French silk since this unique 

craft was introduced to France from Italy. For over 500 years, 

silk weavers have worked alongside textile artists to create a 

range of fabulous dyed fabrics, including jacquards, brocades, 

and printed silk. While most processes have since become 

highly mechanized, the best artisans continue to use the ori-

ginal methods that were introduced to France centuries ago.

Petitjean collaborates with one such textile artist who has been 

working with French haute couture and luxury houses for de-

cades. The workshop prints Petitjean’s designs onto large sheets 

of silk fabric, whose edges are then rolled in a second workshop 

to achieve the perfect rolled-edge finish, known as roulottage.



Linen & Cotton
Made in Italy

For our pocket squares, or gavroche scarves as we called them 

in respect to French tradition, and our light summer scarves, we 

collaborate with a fine textile artisan based in the majestic sur-

roundings of Lake Como, Italy. The workshop develops premium 

weavings that are natural and lightweight, with plenty of life and 

color.



The face behind the brand.

Léa Petitjean was born in Jura, a picturesque region in eastern France that’s famous 

for its stunning scenery, untouched wildlife, and traditional winemaking and crafts-

manship. Early in her childhood, Léa’s moved to Provence where she grew to love the 

southern landscape that has fascinated some of the greatest painters of the 20th centu-

ry for its stunning light and plentiful flora. Surrounded by both beauty and a culture 

of the arts, it comes to no surprise that Léa fell into the world of luxury fashion and 

jewelry when she moved into the cosmopolitan cities of Stockholm and Paris.

In her first foray out of France into Scandinavia, Léa discovered some of the great 

Finnish and Scandinavian design houses, which sowed the seeds for her love of fabric 

and visual balance. Upon her return to Paris, she began working alongside some of the 

most talented craftsmen of France at Van Cleef & Arpels. It was during this period that 

Léa sharpened her sense of aesthetics and taste for quality craftsmanship. She even-

tually ventured on her own to found her own design brand, Petitjean Paris, where she 

specializes in creating colorful prints that harken back to her memories from around 

the world.



Interested in showcasing or distributing 
our products ? Contact us.

Founder
Léa Petitjean

+33 6 45 95 77 55
lea@petitjeanparis.com

Headquarters
+33 1 42 58 91 08

hello@petitjeanparis.com
152 rue Damrémont

75018, Paris
France

petitjeanparis.com


